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While the term "South Estonian" has been used to refer to various historical and present-day 

varieties of the synonymous macro-language, the necessity for a multifaceted treatment of the 

languages of Estonia is not questioned in academic circles anymore. Yet, South Estonian 

varieties are still occasionally treated under the umbrella of an Estonian language (as "dialects"), 

or South Estonian as a sub-standard variety of Estonian despite ongoing standardisation efforts 

for multiple language forms. Understanding the concept of "South Estonian" broadly in all of 

its possible meanings, this workshop invites papers for a reflexive and (self-)critical discussion 

of how we research South Estonian and its varieties, current research trends, and opportunities 

for further development. Emphasis will be put on the shift of perspectives: dealing with South 

Estonian within Estonian linguistics, in comparison to other Finnic or Uralic languages, and 

beyond the language family (possibly including areal, typological, sociohistorical, or political 

ties). Each positioning of South Estonian bears an underlying concept of what South Estonian 

is – a dialect, a language, an areal typological concept – and, thereby, a positioning of academia 

vis-à-vis the political and social realities faced by speakers, language workers, and activists. 

 

The range of possible topics should address one or more of the following core questions, yet 

without restricting submissions to these topics: 

• How can South Estonian be conceptualised within Uralic studies and within general 

linguistic circles? 

• How is the concept of languagehood applied to South Estonian and which consequences 

does this designation have within South Estonian, Finnic/Uralic linguistics, and beyond? 

• How does the inclusion or omission of South Estonian alter scientific discovery? 

• How politically engaged should research into South Estonian be, and which topics 

require urgent investigation from the perspective of the communities? 

 

These topics aim to give a forum to researchers of all career steps and disciplinary backgrounds 

to exchange thoughts on current issues in South Estonian linguistics, language policy, and 

language maintenance. Language workers and activists are also invited to report or supply 

internal perspectives from the communities. With a broad discussion on the academic 



perspectives on South Estonian, a framework for the "discipline" of South Estonian linguistics 

can be created, supported by the envisioned publication of workshop proceedings. As similar 

workshops and conferences have been held for other minoritised languages in Europe (Occitan, 

Frisian, Luxembourgish), a strong academic voice representing a discipline can support 

external ties to other small philologies and linguistic communities, and support students of 

Uralic studies and beyond to get involved in the study of South Estonian as an individual 

language. 

Consideration will be given to all papers that approach the core questions outlined above with 

priority given to those papers that enable broader perspectives on the position and role of South 

Estonian within the academic landscape, as well as those bridging the divide between linguistic 

considerations, meta-scientific reflections, and real-world applications. Depending on the 

overall number of submissions, further papers dealing with the linguistic description of 

particular phenomena or the sociopolitical situation of South Estonian in respect to other Uralic 

languages and/or beyond the confines of the language family will be included in the programme 

and/or invited for submission to the proceedings. 

In order to increase the opportunities for interaction and to enable non-native speakers to 

participate in the symposium, the oral presentation and/or slides should be in English. Should 

you need special dispensation to present in a different language, please indicate the planned 

language of the presentation upon submission. 
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